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With paper, origami crafts allow you to transform a fragment of paper into an intricate sculpture.
With intricate structures, origami is a versatile art that's enjoyed by amateur crafters and

professional artists alike. The goal for beginners is to create a flower, a cat or even a distant
mountain landscape but advanced crafters enjoy the challenges that come with trying to fold

extremely complex structures. What you make depends on your skills and experience. Just about any
paper will do. In these introductory videos, youll learn the basics of origami and the fundamental

folding methods used to construct the most popular of its most beautiful models. Youll see, step by
step, how to construct a wonderful cat, butterfly, bird or bear. Each example is shown in a sequence
of stages. Once you know how to fold a few simple shapes, the results are rather spectacular. Each

of the figures are made from only two or three sheets of paper, yet theyve got a lot of life and
complexity. Paper fold architecture brings the outdoors into the office, and it adds to the ambience
of the space. But architecture isnt just about making buildings cool. Its about making the building a

great space for people to work in. In a previous post, we talked about how folding art can be
incorporated into libraries and the playhouse by taking a cue from origami. Origami is the

wonderfully simple art of paper folding. A heart shape is a fairly easy to fold, and the result can be
used as a Valentine's Day gift or decoration, a romantic token or to decorate anything you're making

in paper craft.
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